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Abstract
Modern Systems-on-a-Chip (SoC) are constructed
by composition of IP (Intellectual Property) Cores
with the communication between these IP Cores
being governed by well described interaction pro-
tocols. However, there is a disconnect between
the machine readable specification of these proto-
cols and the verification of their implementation in
known hardware description languages. Although
tools can be written to address such a separation
of concerns, such tooling is often hand written and
used to check hardware designs a posteriori. We
have developed a dependent type-system and proof-
of-concept modelling language to reason about the
physical structure of hardware interfaces respect-
ive to user provided descriptions. Our type-system
provides correct-by-construction guarantees that
the interfaces on an IP Core will be well-typed if
they adhere to a specified standard.
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1 Scope
Cordial is a theoretical framework that provides guarantees that the interfaces on an IP
(Intellectual Property) core satisfies a known description. Cordial comprises of a system of
related statically typed models that reason about the structure of interfaces on a component
respective to a given interface specification. We build upon existing work from existing hardware
description tooling, and utilise state-of-the-art concepts from programming language theory to
provide correct-by-construction guarantees over construction of abstract interface descriptions
and the adherence of concrete interfaces to said abstract descriptions. The framework has been
realised within the dependently typed language Idris [3] as a proof-of-concept implementation,
and it has been used to describe several well known IP communication protocols. Namely: APB
from ARM [1]; LocalLink [4]; and AXI4 from ARM [2].
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Our artefact is the Idris implementation of Cordial together with the paper’s described
case studies. We present the artefact within a Virtual Box1 machine image that contains a
working production environment. The machine image has been designed to work with virtual
machine management tool Vagrant2. We have also provided the source code for Cordial alongside
the source code for inspection and construction outside the constraints imposed by the virtual
machine setup.
2 Content
The artifact itself includes:
README.org
A listing of the archive’s contents.
ecoop2019.box
A vagrant box containing the virtual machine that replicates an execution environment for the
framework.
About-The-Artefact.pdf
A file containing instructions for accessing the artefacts, including software dependencies,
together with more information detailing the artefacts relationship to the paper.
code/
The source files for the framework and dependencies have been provided alongside the virtual
machine to enable better viewing of the source. There is a Makefile that will install the
dependencies, build the framework, and type-check the examples. The listing for code is:
cordial/
This directory contains the source code for Cordial. It is comprised of two coalesced Idris
packages, one containing the model and the other containing the examples themselves. The
following sub-directories are of interest:
∗ src/
Contains the source code for the framework and the examples.
∗ src_html/
A pretty-printed version of the source rendered as HTML files. The HTML highlighted
source code was generated using an external program3.
∗ example_doc/ & cordial_doc
Contains generated idrisdoc4 documentation.
test/
A dependency for internal testing.
commons/
A dependency containing required data structures.
containers/
A dependency containing required data structures.
edda/
A dependency used to add rich documentation to specifications.
xml/
A dependency that is required for edda, and will be used in future releases of cordial.
1 https://www.virtualbox.org/
2 https://www.vagrantup.com
3 https://github.com/david-christiansen/idris-code-highlighter
4 http://docs.idris-lang.org/en/v1.3.1/reference/documenting.html
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3 Getting the artifact
The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). In addition, the latest version of Cordial
has been made available at:
https://github.com/border-patrol/cordial.
4 Tested platforms
The implementation of Cordial was developed and tested on Ubuntu Mate LTS 18.04.2 with
version 1.3.1 of Idris. We have packaged the artefact within a Virtual Box machine image managed
by Vagrant to provide a reproducible production environment. Virtual Box and Vagrant are
known to work across all the major platforms: Linux, macOS, and Windows. As an alternative,
we have also provided the supporting source code. Idris is also known to work with all the major
platforms. More information about the machine image, and working with the provided source
code, is presented alongside the virtual machine image. We have not tested the framework on
other platforms.
5 License
The artifact is available under The Clear BSD License.
6 MD5 sum of the artifact
0636fbdc64a9f3308c05e32b1a56eb2e
7 Size of the artifact
1.4 GiB
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